'IRAQ,
continual presence of troops, partly to precautionary measures
which, directly or indirectly, removed most of the Nationalist
leaders from the capital,1 and partly to restraining influences in
the city. Moderate Nationalists, such as Saiyid Talib Pasha,
who had been allowed to return to Iraq in February, igso,2
Saiyid 'Abdur Rahman al-Gailam and many others, held aloof
from the Insurrection, seeing in it a poor foundation for the
new State. Others who had urged forward the Movement both
in town and tribe drew back in fear and dismay at the destruc-
tion and at the unleashed forces which, if they reached Baghdad,
would respect neither friend nor enemy.
By the end of September, it was apparent that Government
forces were in the ascendancy although the rising had not yet
collapsed. British troops, reinforced from India,3 had assumed
the offensive everywhere, the knowledge of which cooled the
ardour of many tribesmen whose expectation of dire punish-
ment to be inflicted urged them to make speedy submission.
The news of Sir Percy Cox's return, October ist, brought a
reaction among many of the Nationalists. In many areas,
however, as about Samawa, Rumaitha and Mandali, the
insurgents held on until punitive columns reached them. The
end might have come much sooner had it not been for the
intransigent anti-British divines at Najaf, who demanded that
negotiations should be conducted only through them.
Indicative of their ambitions, two documents, one from
the Middle Euphrates and one from the Gharraf, were for-
warded to the Political Officer both couched in identically
1	The attempt to arrest Yusaf as-Suwaidi, Saiyid Muhammad as-Sadr, Ja'far
abu Timman, 'All Bazirqan and Shaikh Ahmad Shaikh Da'ud, on August i2th,
resulted in the apprehending of the last named only   Several Arabs were killed
when the police fired into Nationalists obstructing the arrest of their leaders:
Telegram No. 9752, Civil Commissioner to S/S for India, August isth, 1920.
2	The Mandubm believed that he had been brought back to create a moderate
Nationalist party dependent on Great Britain. He certainly gave great assistance
to the Civil Administration for which it was, at the time, grateful. Letter,
Political Officer, Basra, to Civil Commissioner, Baghdad, June 26th, 1920.
3	A total of 4883 British and 24,508 Indian reinforcements besides an Air
Force squadron and Medical units were brought to *Iraq.   London Gazette,
App. 4> p. 5346.
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